Huber Wine Club
Spring 2012
Sweet Wine Selection
We hope you will enjoy the selection of sweet wines our winemakers have chosen for your
Spring 2012 Huber Wine Club shipment. Read on for informative tasting notes, food pairing
suggestions some special cocktail recipes. Cheers!

Peach Nectar
A Springtime tradition, Starlight Distillery’s Peach Nectar is a delightful fusion of
Peach brandy and fresh Peach juice. A perfect balance between sweet peach flavor
and a brandy bite. An ideal accent to Sunday brunch, or those first warm Spring days
that call for outdoor eating. Sip alone, combine with Sparkling Starlight for a Bellini
twist...even pour over vanilla ice cream for an easy, elegant dessert! Or try one of our
cocktail recipes below to liven up your next gathering.

Raspberry Infusion
Tart, tangy and sweet, this blend of Raspberry brandy and fresh Raspberry juice is so
juicy and delicious, you may want to sip it straight! It is the perfect dessert wine,
particularly when paired with chocolate. Try it poured over brownies or chocolate
cheesecake. It is also delicious blended with your favorite margarita mix for a
Raspberr-ita!

Sparkling Starlight
This is a white wine you will want to keep on hand. Effervescent and crisp, it is
traditionally considered a celebration wine, but there is no need to save this semisweet, sparkling gem for a special occasion. A natural for Saturday night, it is just as
suited to Sunday brunch. Its soft citrus and light fruit notes make it perfect to chill
and savor straight, but it also plays well with our many fruit infusions.

Huber’s Peach-Melba cocktail
Ingredients
2 oz Starlight Distillery’s Peach Nectar
1 oz Starlight Distillery’s Raspberry Infusion
3 oz Huber’s Sparkling Starlight
fresh peaches, sliced or fresh raspberries
ice
Add ice, Peach Nectar & Raspberry Infusion to a cocktail shaker. Shake until cold. Strain into
champagne flute. Top off with Sparkling Starlight. Garnish with fresh fruit.

Huber’s Fuzzy-Berry martini
Ingredients
2 oz Huber’s Peach Nectar
1 oz Starlight Distillery’s Grappa
3 oz cranberry juice (white or red)
Peach slice
ice
Blend all ingredients in a cocktail shaker. Shake until cold. Strain into a martini glass. Garnish with
peach slice.

